INTRODUCTION
George R. R. Martin is an American author best known for his fantasy novel series titled A Song of Ice and Fire. The epic saga follows numerous characters across interlocking storylines, in a medievalesque world filled with supernatural elements. This paper mostly concerns the tale of the daughter of a king who was murdered during a civil war. Exiled to a different continent for her own protection, the young princess embarks on a journey to return to her homeland and claim the throne that was stolen from her family. In the process, she meets the nomadic tribe of horse-riding warriors known as the Dothraki, and becomes married to their leader. She must learn and adopt their customs and traditions, and more importantly, their language.
In 2008, satellite television network HBO started working on a televised adaptation of the book series, which created the need for a full-fledged Dothraki language. Indeed, if Martin invented the language for his novels, he only created a limited number of lexical terms and idioms. American linguist and language creator David J. Peterson was thus hired to fully create all aspects of the language, including morphology, syntax, and phonology. Peterson has given many interviews regarding his language creation process, as well as the decisions he faced during the development of Dothraki. Upon deciding to study the typology of Dothraki, I assumed, despite the artificial nature of the language, that it would conform to linguistic universals such as Greenberg's (1963) list. This assumption is supported by the following extract from an interview with Peterson:
I don't believe it was Mr. Martin's intention for the humans in his books-vicious Dothraki horse warriors included-to be radically different from humans in our world (at least with respect to their higher cognitive functions). As such, I made it my goal to create [a language] that would look and feel just like any natural language (English, Turkish, Hawaiian, ASL, etc.) , exemplifying the kind of variability that one would find in natural human languages. As linguistic universals tend to describe the way natural languages behave in the real world, it shouldn't be surprising to find that Dothraki doesn't break many. ("Dothraki response to a call for science in a created language ". 2010.) The goal of this paper is to establish a descriptive survey of Dothraki, using typological data as the main source of information, and then applying linguistic tools to determine if the language is typologically tractable. In order to do so, I selected Greenberg's (1963) work on linguistic universals, based on its relevance and prevalence even to this day, despite the many other contributions that have been made in the field of typology. Each universal will therefore be applied to the Dothraki language, in 
DESCRIPTIVE SURVEY OF DOTHRAKI

About Sentences
• The Dothraki are a race of nomadic horse riders. As a result, a lot of their culture, and language, revolves around their horses. The name Dothraki itself comes from the verb dothralat 'to ride', while the word for foreigner, ifak, literally means 'walker'. Many idioms make reference to horses, such as the following greeting:
(1) Hash yer dothra-e chek asshekh? Q 2S.NOM ride-2S well today 'How are you today?' (lit. 'Do you ride well today?)
• The basic word order in Dothraki is Subject-Verb-Object: 
About Verbs
• The infinitive form of a verb ends in -(l)at. Stripping a verb of this ending gives the stem that is used to conjugate it. The infinitive ending is realized as -at if the stem ends in a consonant, and as -lat if it ends in a vowel.
• Dothraki doesn't distinguish between progressive and perfective. Sentence 7 below can either mean 'I mount the steed', or 'I am mounting the steed'. (4) Ashefa-Ø lain-a. River-S.NOM be beautiful-3S 'The river is beautiful'
• Causative are created by reduplicating the first letter of the verb, adding an 'a' in front if it is not a vowel. For example, the following pairs represent basic verbs and their causative equivalents: drivolat/addrivat "to die/to kill (cause to die)"; nithat/annithat "to feel pain/to cause pain", raggat/arraggat "to choke on something/to choke someone (cause to choke)".
• Dothraki has five cases: nominative, accusative, genitive, ablative and allative. The subject of the sentence is usually in the nominative case (often represented with a Ø marker), while the object is in the accusative. Examples will be studied in the third part of this paper.
About Noun Phrases
• Dothraki does not have definite or indefinite articles. Common nouns appear on their own, and context alone can help differentiate between 'an arakh' and 'the arakh' in (2) for example.
• Dothraki is prepositional, and prepositions assign case to the noun they precede (torga 'under' marks genitive). • Adjectives and possessive pronouns are placed after the noun they modify.
(6) Lajak-is ivezh-i mori. Warrior-P.ACC wild-P 3P.GEN 'Their wild warriors.'
• Dothraki distinguishes alienable possession from inalienable. Alienable possession is indicated with the genitive, whereas inalienable possession is indicated with the ablative. Inalienable possession is used primarily with body parts.
warrior -GEN bite-3S.PST horse-INAN.ACC 'The warrior's dog bit a horse.' (alienable: GEN) (8) Qora-Ø lajak-oon. Arm-NOM warrior -ABL 'The warrior's arm.' (inalienable: ABL)
• Dothraki nouns come in two grammatically different types: animate or inanimate. However, nouns are not necessarily deemed animate because they represent something active and/or alive (hake 'name' is animate), and similarly, an inanimate noun might not refer to something passive and/or lifeless (alegra 'duck' is inanimate). Animacy seems to be somewhat random, much like gender can be in the Romance Languages. However, a few general rules can be established:
! humans are always animate (e.g.: father, son) ! mass-nouns are inanimate (e.g.: milk, response) ! large homogenous groups are inanimate (e.g.: horde, caravan) ! animals are usually inanimate (e.g.: horses, dogs) but marked members of a species are animate (e.g.: steed, stallion) Occasionally, a word can be either animate or inanimate. For example, the word lekh can be animate, in which case it means 'language', or inanimate, in which case it means 'tongue'.
• Plurality can be observed on nouns and adjectives (case markers) and on verbs (tense endings). Generally, Dothraki requires subject-verb agreement and noun-adjective agreement, and different case markers and verb endings are used to mark the singular and the plural. However, these markers are sometimes the same for singular and plural, erasing any plurality distinctions. As a result, plurality is often inferred from context in Dothraki:
test-3P.PST warrior-P.ACC wild-P 3P.GEN 'They tested their wild warriors.' (10) Shafka v-itte-e ko-es hakeso shafki.
2.FORM.NOM FUT-test-2
bodyguard-ACC famous 2.FORM.GEN 'You(S/P) will test your famous bodyguard(s).'
In (5), plurality is explicit on every word: the pronoun mori is marked for plurality, there is agreement between the subject and the verb as seen in the ending -sh, and the accusative marker on lajak would be different if the noun was singular. On the other hand, sentence (6) is completely ambiguous. Indeed, the use of the formal second person pronoun shafka makes it impossible to determine if the subject is singular or plural. Moreover, the tense ending -e is the same for singular and plural subjects second person subjects. Finally, the accusative marker -es is used for both singular and plural animate nouns. Therefore, any indication of singularity or plurality is neutralized.
Plurality also ties to the concept of animacy. Indeed, animate nouns have different cases for singular and plural, whereas there is no such difference for inanimate nouns. Adjectives do agree with the noun they modify however, and a singular or plural marker might be evident on the adjective, even if the noun itself is ambiguous.
(11) Adra-si verven-i vekh-i jinne. Turtle-ANIM.GEN violent-P exist/be present-3P here 'There are violent turtles here.'
In (11), Plurality is not marked in adrasi: indeed, the verb vekhat always assigns the genitive case to its subject, and the genitive singular and plural markers are the same: -si. However, since adra 'turtle' is an animate noun, the adjective and the verb must still agree with it in number.
• Dothraki does not have gender:
There is no trace of gender differences between these two otherwise identical sentences. Adjectives do not agree in gender with the noun they modify, and nouns are not inflected for gender. Additionally, the absence of definite and indefinite articles in Dothraki prevents their use as gender indicators.
• Comparative adjectives are derived from adjectives via the circumfix a-Adj-(a)n (realized a-Adj-an if the adjective ends in a consonant, or a-Adj-n if the adjective ends in a vowel). These adjectives can then be turned into verbs by adding the infinitival suffix - (l) 1. In declarative sentences with nominal subject and object, the dominant order is almost always one in which the subject precedes the object.
In Dothraki, Greenberg's (1963) Universal #1 is confirmed. We can see in sentence (i) below that the subject of the sentence, khal, appears before the verb ahhas, which is itself followed by a direct object. Therefore, the word order in Dothraki is SVO. Here, we can see that the genitive lajaki follows the governing noun jano. Therefore, based on sentences (iii) and (iv), Dothraki is fully consistent with Universal #2.
With well more than chance frequency, when question particles or affixes are specified in position by reference to the sentence as a whole, if initial, such elements are found in prepositional languages, and, if final, in postpositional.
In Dothraki, Greenberg's (1963) Universal #9 is confirmed. We established in Universal #8 that question particles are always sentence initial, while Universal #2 indicates that Dothraki is a prepositional language. Therefore, Dothraki is fully consistent with Universal #9.
In conditional statements, the conditional clause precedes the conclusion as the normal order in all languages.
In Dothraki, Greenberg's (1963) Universal #14 is confirmed. The conditional precedes the conclusion either syntactically or semantically: In sentence (xi), the meaning of the sentence indicates that the condition -the ear being removed from the head -precedes the conclusion -the ear listening. In (xii), we can see that the conditions precedes the conclusion through the syntax itself: the conditions are the first and second clauses in the sentence (If you can hear me, if you haven't gone away), while the conclusion comes last (show me). Therefore, Dothraki is consistent with Universal #14.
In expressions of volition and purpose, a subordinate verbal form always follows the main verb as the normal order except in those languages in which the nominal object always precedes the verb.
In Dothraki, Greenberg's (1963) Universal #15 is confirmed. The subordinate verbal form follows the main verb: (vii) Khaleesi-Ø zal-a me-me adakh-a Khaleesi-NOM want-3S that-3S eat-3S esinakh ajjalan. a different thing tonight 'The khaleesi wants to eat something different tonight.' (viii) Ifak ast-a me-me zal-a firikhnharen. Foreigner say-3S that-3S want-3S crown 'The foreigner says that he wants a crown.'
In both sentences, we can see that the subordinate verb (for example adakha 'eats' in (xiii)) follows the main verb (for example zala 'wants'). Therefore, Dothraki is consistent with Universal #15.
When any or all of the items (demonstrative, numeral, and descriptive adjective) precede the noun, they are always found in that order. If they follow, the order is either the same or its exact opposite.
In Dothraki, Greenberg's (1963) Universals #20 is partially confirmed. We have seen in Universal #18 and 19 that descriptive adjectives always follow nouns, whereas demonstrative and numeral adjectives precede nouns. Sentence (xviii) below is a case where a demonstrative and a numeral are used together: (ix) Jin fekh-Ø chiori-si DEMADJ.ANIM seven-NOM woman-P.NOM 'These seven women. ' We can see that the demonstrative adjective jin precedes the numeral fekh 'seven' when they are used together. Therefore, Dothraki is partially consistent with Universal #20.
If in comparisons of superiority the only order, or one of the alternative orders, is standard--marker--adjective, then the language is postpositional. With overwhelmingly more than chance frequency if the only order is adjective--marker--standard, the language is prepositional.
In Dothraki, Greenberg's (1963) Universals #22 is confirmed. We saw in Universal #2 that Dothraki is prepositional. The sentences below are examples of comparisons of superiority: (x) Jorah-Ø Andahl-i ahajan-a khaleesi-soon Jorah-NOM Andahl.GEN be stronger-3S khaleesi-ABL 'Jorah the Andal is stronger than the khaleesi.' (xi) Risz-Ø ahakeson-a yalloon Son-NOM be more famous-3S child-ABL 'The son is more famous than the child. ' We can see that the adjectives haj 'strong' and hakeso 'famous', turned into verbs in Dothraki, appear before the standard of comparison: khaleesisoon 'khaleesi-ABL' in (xxi) and yalloon 'child-ABL' in (xxii). Therefore, Dothraki is consistent with Universal #22.
If in apposition the proper noun usually precedes the common noun, then the language is one in which the governing noun precedes its dependent genitive. With much better than chance frequency, if the common noun usually precedes the proper noun, the dependent genitive precedes its governing noun.
In Dothraki, Greenberg's (1963) Universals #23 is confirmed. We established in Universal #2 that the governing noun precedes the genitive, and sentence (xxiii) below shows that proper nouns precede common nouns. We can see that the proper noun 'Daenerys Targaryen' precedes the common noun Mayes Zhavvorsi 'Mother of Dragons'. Therefore, Dothraki is consistent with Universal #23.
If the pronominal object follows the verb, so does the nominal object.
In Dothraki, Greenberg's (1963) Universals #25 is confirmed. Both pronominal and nominal objects follow the verb:
3S.ACC 'They will see it.' (xiv) Anha saj-ak sajo-es. 1S.NOM mount-1S steed-ACC 'I mount the steed. ' We can see that the nominal object sajoes 'steed' and the pronominal object mae 'he/she/it' both follow their respective verbs. Therefore, Dothraki is consistent with Universal #25.
If a language has discontinuous affixes, it always has either prefixing or suffixing or both.
In Dothraki, Greenberg's (1963) Universals #26 is confirmed. Dothraki uses discontinuous affixes, and is prefixing and suffixing:
The circumfix v(i)-X-(e)r is used around verb stems to add a notion of duration to the action, while e(s)-X-(s)a negates the meaning of the verb:
es-azh-a-lat NEG-gift-NEG-INF 'to take back'
The prefix a-is used on verbs in the present tense to create the future tense: (xxi) Mori tih-i mae. 3P.NOM see-3S.PRES 3S.ACC 'They see it.' (xxii) Mori a-tih-i mae. 3P.NOM FUT-see-3S
3S.ACC 'They will see it.'
The suffix -(a)k works as an agentive nominalizer to turn verb stems into nouns (realized -ak if the stem ends in a consonant, and -k if the stem ends in a vowel). For example, dothra-'to ride' becomes dothrak 'rider' and laj-'to fight' becomes lajak 'warrior'. Similarly, the suffix -asar adds the notion of large group to a singular noun: fonak 'hunter' becomes fonakasar 'hunting party', and verak 'traveler' becomes verakasar 'caravan'.
As we can see, Dothraki uses discontinuous affixes, and is also prefixing and suffixing, which makes it consistent with Universal #26.
If both the derivation and inflection follow the root, or they both precede the root, the derivation is always between the root and the inflection.
In Dothraki, Greenberg's (1963) Universals #28 is confirmed. Derivation and inflection always follow the root, and the derivation is always between the root and the inflection:
We can see in (xxxviii) that the derivational affix -ak-is located between the root and the plural inflection -i. Therefore, Dothraki is consistent with Universal #28.
If a language has inflection, it always has derivation.
In Dothraki, Greenberg's (1963) Universals #29 is confirmed. We saw in Universal #28 that Dothraki has inflection and derivation.
If the verb has categories of person--number or if it has categories of gender, it always has tense--mode categories.
In Dothraki, Greenberg's (1963) In Dothraki, Greenberg's (1963) Universals #35 is confirmed. In Dothraki, the singular is expressed by zero in the nominative, and the plural has only nonzero allomorphs.
(xxvi) Rizh-Ø dothra-e. Son-S.NOM ride-3S 'The son rides.' (xxvii) Rizh-i dothra-e. Son-P.NOM ride-3P 'The sons ride. ' We can see that the singular nominate marker is null, whereas all plural case markerssuch as the plural nominative in (lx) are nonzero. Therefore, Dothraki is consistent with Universal #35.
When the adjective follows the noun, the adjective expresses all the inflectional categories of the noun. In such cases the noun may lack overt expression of one or all of these categories.
In Dothraki, Greenberg's (1963) Universals #40 is confirmed. Adjectives agree in number and case with the noun they modify. Even though inanimate nouns do not decline between singular and plural, if an adjective is modifying the noun, it will still agree with it:
We can see in (l) and (li) that the animate noun rakh 'boy' declines for number, and the adjective agrees with it. On the other hand, the noun alegra 'duck' in (lii) and (liii) is inanimate. Therefore, it does not decline for number, but the adjective still needs to agree in number when the sentence is referring to multiple ducks.
wild-NOM be beautiful-3S.PRES 'The wild duck is beautiful.' (xxxiii) Anha ray tih alegr-e ivezh-a. 1S.NOM have.PERF see-1S.PST duck-ACC wild-ACC 'I have seen the wild duck. ' We can see that the adjective ivezh 'wild' agrees with the case of the noun alegra 'duck', either the nominative in (liv) or the accusative in (lv).
Based on this data, we can see that adjectives always follow nouns and must express all inflectional categories of the noun. Therefore, Dothraki is consistent with Universal #40.
All languages have pronominal categories involving at least three persons and two numbers.
In Dothraki, Greenberg's (1963) Universals #42 is confirmed. We have seen examples of three persons (1, 2 and 3) and two numbers (S and P), which the sentences below exemplify:
(xxxiv) Ishish chare-Ø a-charo-e hash me nem ejerva-e nhare-soon. Maybe ear.NOM FUT-listen-3S if 3S.NOM PASS.PART remove-3S head-ABL* 'Maybe the ear will listen if it is removed from the head.' (xxxv) Mori tih-i ashefa-es. 3P.NOM see-3S.PRES river-P.ACC 'They will see the rivers.' (xxxvi) Mori tih-i mora.
3P.NOM see-3S
3P.ACC 'They will see them. ' The existence of three persons and two numbers in Dothraki can be evidenced in (lviii) above for example. Indeed, chare 'ear' and me 'it' are coindexed, indicating the existence of a third person singular. In (lix) and (lx), ashefaes 'rivers' and mora 'they' indicate the existence of a third person plural. Therefore, Dothraki is consistent with Universal #42.
CONCLUSION
Based on the survey established in part 2, and the data analyzed in part 3, we can assert that Dothraki functions very much like a natural language, and follows Greenberg's (1963) universals rigorously. All 15 universals that are relevant in Dothraki are confirmed in the language, exceeding Peterson's expectations. Dothraki is therefore typologically tractable, and could be studied further. For example, the language uses word order, case and agreement to identify its constituents, a process that might appear redundant or unnecessary. However, agreement (especially plurality) seems to be looser than the other two categories, and deserves more analysis. Similarly, the notion of animacy appears to have multiple facets that have not been studied in this paper, encouraging further research.
